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Let k and h be positive integers and let u be a positrve integer or an infinite cardinal numlier. 
A cyclic design in the class D(v, k, A ) consists of a set 0 tjf z* elements and a collection trf 
cychcaily ordered k -subsets of Q catted cyclic blocks such that every ordered pair of elements of 
Q are consecutive in exactly h cyclic blocks. (Note the blcvck fUi, u2, aI. ad. . ., ai) has the cyclic 
order uI : cl2 -CT (1; < u., - + * < nc < ai and a,~, , , are consecutive. Also ~,(a,.  are said to be t apart 
in the block.) If in addition for i = I, 2,. . ., k I- 1 every ordered pair of elements are i apart in 
exactly h of the blocks we say tbe design is perfect and belongs to the class PD(u, k, A ). The 
f&owing thetlrems are proved. Let 4*,qf.. -I 4t be distinct prime powers such that each cd the 
corresponding Gafais fields contains a primitive k‘” root of unity, k f 1,2. Then there exists a 
design 2, thhc !rtss PD(t!, k, 5) where u = 4r41 - .- 4,. If, furthermore, there is a pairwise balanced 
block design -rrf”T~ A = 1 and bkwk sizes amongst the numbers 4,. clz,. . ., q, on a set of w clcmenls 
then there is a design in the class PD(w, k, 1). Also if K is an algebraically closed fteld of 
cardinality v (infinite) then there are designs in the class PD(u, k. I) for every integer k. Finally. If 
k is an odd prime p, then PD(u.p, 1) exist. for all u such that u > t’() and u(v -- 1) =Omodp. For 
blocks of prime power size a slightly weaker result is obtained. 
1. Intmduction and definitions 
This paper is concerned with the construction of a special type of block design on 
a directed graph. We require severat definitions, A set of k elements (a,, a?, . . ., uk } 
is said to be cyclically ordered if we consider uk to be followed by at. The elements 
u+, diet are said to be consecutive and the efements Q,, CL, (i + r taken mod k )I are 
said to be t apart. We call {ai, a2,. . ., akj a kqclic set. kxt we define a qclic 
desigrl. Let u be any cardinal number, finite ctr infinite and let k and A be positive 
iutegers. We say a class D(v, k, A) of cyclic designs exists if there is a pair f 0, B ) 
whetc Q is a set of cardinality u, B is a collection of k-cyclic subsets of C -alled 
hlocko, and such that tmxy ordered pair of elements of () are consecu;. \ e in UYtl~ 
A blacks. In this case WC write (Q, B)E D(u, k, A). If in addition for r = 
L&3,..., k - 1, every ordered pair of efemenit nf Q are r apart in exactly A of the 
blocks we say (Q, B) is a perfect cyclic dcsiglk and designate the-class of such 
gns by the symbot PD(u, k, A) and wtite (Q, B) E PD(v, k, A). 
which is us&I in constructing desigr:s belonging to PD(u, k, A ) is that 
balanced design. Let tr, ki, k2,. . ., k,. A he a set of integers. A pair 
(Q, ja) ~~n~jstia$ of a set Q of tl efemtsts, a cotktion B of subsets of 0 called 1 
bIo&s whw cardinalitics are amongst k 1, kr. . . . . k, is called a pairwise baianccs 
design with the given parameters if every pair of elements of Q lies in exactly h of 
the blocks. 
In this paper all designs considered have A = 1. 
We next need a definition of a sequence of words W(,(x, y), W, (x, y), Wz(x, y), 
*.. associated with a groupoid. We denote the binary operation of the groupoid by 
concatenation, Put W,,(x, y) = x, W, (x, y) = y, Wz(x, y) = xy, W,(X, y) = y(xy) and 
recursively, W, (x, y ) = W,& y ) W,.. I (x, y ). The identity Wk (x, y) = x plays an 
important role in the development. Previous references and application of these 
concepts appear in Mendebohn [3] and Lindner and Mendelsohn f2]. 
2. Construction of the designs 
tersrma 12.1. Ler Q be an idempotent quasigroup of order u such that 
(I) W,!(x,y)=xforallx,yE(~; 
(2) W,(x.y)#xforyfx and ir= I,2 ,..., k - 1, bnd 
(,3) For any a and b in Q and for any I in 1,2,3,. . ., k - 1 rhrt equat.ion 
W, (a, x) = 6 uniquely detertnines x. Then the ~1~s~ P!>(u, k, 1) is norr-emp:y. 
Proof. Given a, 6 in Q form the k-cyclic set {W&a, b), W&z, b), 
W&t, b), . . ., Wk-,(a, b)). This block h as Q and h as consecutive elements. By 
condition (l), a = Wk (a, PI) follows Wk-, (a, b) in the Lyclic order and furthermore 
it is easily seen that W, (u, b) = W,+t (a, b) (see Mendelsohn [3]); by condition (2) 
the block has all its e!ements distinct; by condition (3) any pair a, 6 are r apart in 
the unique block (W&r, x), Wr(a, x ), . . ., W,-,(a, x)} where x is the unique solution 
of w,(ll,X)= b. 
Lemma 2.2. If Q, and Q2 are i&?npotent quasigroups sutisfying conditions (1) (2), 
(3) of Lemma 2.1, then their diwct product Q, x Q2 also satisfies these conditions. 
Proof. The holding of the conditions in each component guarantee their validity 
in the product, 
Tl.eorem 2.3. To each design in the class PD(u. k, 1) (u noir necessady finite ) there 
is an idempotent quasigroup sa:iSfying conditions (i), (2), (3) of Letnma 2-l. 
Proof. Suppose that the design is on a set S. To each a, b in S a # 6 there is a 
unique block in the design in which Q and b are consecutive. Put a = @I, b = ak and 
let the block be (a,, az, al,. . _, atI. Define the product aI * a2 = a3 where * is the 
multiplication of the quasigroup being, defined. This defines a groupoid on S which 
is idempotent on putting a * a = u. Consider an equation a * x =. b. Since -R( ,.a& b 
are two apart in exactly one block the value of 1; is t.he element between II and b in 
the block. For the equation x *a = b take the block in which u is followedby ti and 
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then x is the element which precedes u in this block. Fence (S, *) is an idempotent 
quasigroup. Properties (I), (Z), (3) of Lemma 2.1 are immediately vtrified. 
Theorem 2.4. Let F be any field containing a primitioe k ‘I’ rooL of unity. k f 1.2. 
?%en PD(u,k,1) is non-empry where u = IFI. 
Praof. Define a groupoid operation * on the elements of F by x * y = 
- Ax + (1 + h)y where A is a primitive k”’ root of unity, k # 1 or 2. Then A # 1 and 
A # - 1. A direct computation shows that 
w, (a, b) = -(A tA2t---fA’-‘)a +(1+-A -i-A’+**-+h”‘)b. 
Also x *x = x. We verify that conditions (I), (21, (3) of Lemma 2.1 hold. Suppose 
W, (a, b) = a with r < k. Then 
Q = -(AtA% . ..+A~-1j~+~I+AtA2t~~.fA'-1)b 
or 
(ltA+A’+ .4-A'-')(a--b)=CJ. 
Since A is a primitive kth root of unity 1 + A t - * - t A’-’ # 0 or J = 6. Atso 
Wk (a, b) = a. Consrdcr, now the equation W, (u, x) = b. This implies 
-(AtA'+* .+A'-')at(l+A+A2+..-+A'--').t=b 
and since the coefIicit:nt of x is not 0, x is uniquely determined. Since the conditions 
of Lemma 2.1 are sarrsfied the theorem follows. 
Corollary 2.5. Let& >2 andk /p’- 1. Then the class PD@‘, k, I) is non -empty. 
This follows from the fact that the Galois field GF(p’ ) contains a primitioe k lh root of 
unity. Furthermore if k 1 p:’ - 1 for i = i,2,. . ., t, p, primes. not necessarily :fi*:finct. 
then PD(o, k,l)isnon-empty where t‘ - p;lp3. sap>. Thisfolluwsfrom Lemma 2.2. 
Corollary 2.6. Let Fbe an algebruiccrlly closed field. Then PD( II, k, I ) is non -empty 
for k = 3,4,5,. . . where u - f Fi. (v is an infinite cardinal.) 
Theorem 2.7. Let K be a field of characteristic p where pf 2. Then PD(u. p, 1) is 
non-empq where v = f K f. 
Prd. Define a quasigroup operation * on K by x * y = -x +- 2~. Then it is 
immediately verified that this quasigroup satisfies conditions (l), (1). (3) of Lemma 
2.1, with k = p. 
C~Wltia~t~r 2.8. 7%e E&ZSS PD@‘$ p, 1) is non -empty for r 2 1 and p # 2. 
T&o~A~ 2.9. Suppose that for integers m,. mz, . . ., m, there are designs in :fle 
ctasses~ PD(Mi, k, 3) for i = 1,2, . . -, t. Suppose. further Chat there is a pairwise 
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bulanced block design with k = 1 on a set S, 1 S 1 = v, and block sites from among the 
integers ml, m2,. . ., mi. Then the class PD(v, k, 1) is non-empty. 
Proof. To teach block of size m, define the appropriate quasigroup. If a, I, are two 
distinct elements of !$ there is a unique block of the pairwise b a!anced esign 1 tfhich 
cctntains a and b. Define the product of a and b in S by the value of the product in 
the quasigroup assigned to the block. This defines a quasigroup on S and it follows 
immediately that conditions (l), (2), (3) of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied in this 
quasigroup. 
3. Designs of block size a prime power 
A necessary con&tion for PD(v, k, 1) to exist is that v(v - 1) 4) mod k. This 
follows from the fact that the number of blocks is (v(v - I))/k. In this section, we 
show that if k is an odd prime p and u sufficiently large then the condition 
tr(v - 1) = 0 modp is suffcient for the existence of the design. If p is replaced by a 
prime power p’, a slightly weaker result is obtained. 
To prove this result, we need the following particular case of a result of Wilson 
17, 81. Let there exist a pairwise balanced block design of order v and block sizes 
kr, kz, k3, with A = 1. Then necessary conditions for the design to exist are 
v 5 1 modcw and v(v - 1) = 0 mod /3 where LY is the greatest common divisor of 
k,-- 1, k2-- 1 and kt- 1 and j3 is the greatest common divisor of k I (kl - l), 
k&z - 1) and k,(k>- 1). R&on’s theorem states that for o 3 vr, these necessary 
conditions are also sufficient. 
To prove our result we need the following result. 
Theorem 3.1. Let p be an odd prime. There exists an odd prime q such that 
q = 1 modp und such that the greatest comma divisor of p - 1 and q - 1 is 2. 
To prove Theorem 3.1 we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let {An+ B:n = 1,2,3,...) and {Cm +D:m = 1,2,3,,.,} be 
arithmetic progressions with {A, B) = (C, D) = (A, C) = 1. Then both these arithmc- 
tic progressions contain a common arithmetic progression (ACk + I, : k = 1,2,3, . . . ) 
whive (AC, L ) = 1. 
Proof. Since (A, C) = 1 rhere exist positive integers ml and nn such that 
Anr-Cm~= D - B. Hence An, + B = Cm1 + D = L (say), We assert that 
(L AC) = 1 since if p is a prime such that p 1 C at@ f AC we may assume, wlithcrut 
fcm of generality that p f A. But B = I, - Ani so that p 1 B, w&h amtrarfim 
(A. B) = 1. Furthermore consider the arithmetic progression (Ack + t : k = 
1:. 2,3, . . . }. Now (AC)k + L = (AC)k -t An, + B ==: A (Ck + n,) 4 B. Hence eve?’ 
term of ((AC)k + I?_.) belongs to the arithmetic progression {An -+ B} In the same 
way {(AC)k + L} is contained in (Ot t f3!. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Take p to be any odd prime. Let U = product of all odd 
divisors of p - 1. Consider the arithmetic progressions 
(k(Up)+(p+l):k = 1.2.3 . . . . ), (Fn4+3:p?I = 1.2.3 ,... ). 
These satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.2. By Dirichiet’s theorem the arithmetic 
progression contained in their intersection contains a prime q where y = GUI, + 3 = 
k,(EIp)+p+t. Henceq-1=2(2m+l)=p( k1 U + 1). If Y is an odd divisor of 
p-1,thensincc(r,p)=tand(r,k,U+l)=l,(r,q~-l)=l.Hence(p-I.q-i)= 
$’ But I = 1 since q _. = 2(2m + 1) so that (p - 1, q - 1) = 2. 
Theorem 3.3. Let p be un odd prime. There exists (1 nuntber t’,, such that for every L‘ 
with u a u,, and such ihat u( t: - I ) = 0 mod p the cl:tss PD( u, p. 1) is non-empty. 
Proof. Choose a prime q such that q = 1 modp and (p - I, q -- 1) = 2. By 
Theorem 2.4, Corollary 2.5 and by Theorem 2.7, PD(p, p, I), PD(q. p, 1) are 
non-empty. Also by Fermat’s theorem 2” ’ Z. I modp, hence PD(2p’ ‘. p, 1) is 
nanempty. By Theorem 2.9 if there is a pairwise balanced design of order D %*ith 
block sizes 2”-’ , p, q and A = 1, then PD( u, p, I ) is non-empty. By Wilson’s theorem 
the pairwise balanced design exists if o is sufficiently large and u E 1 
mod (2p-S ’ - 1,p - l,q - 1) and U(U - l)=O mod(2P-‘(2P“- l).p(p - l),q(q - 1)). 
Since (3’v-’ - 1,~ - l,q - 1) = 1 the first condition is vacuous. Also 
(2V’@” ’ - i)*p!p - IL q(q - 1)) = 2p so the second condition reduces to 
t’(r) - 1) = 0 mod 2p which is equivalent to C(I; - I) ~0 m&dp since t’(~’ - I) is 
always even. 
Theorem 3.4. Let P = p’ be Q printe power including rhe case p = 2. Then there 
e&s a number aI such that if 21 a u. and t’ = 1 mod P, the cfass PD(u. P. 1) is 
nlor1 -crmp;y. 
We remark, firstly, that the condition .G = 1 mod p is stronger than the natural 
cc)ndition u(v - 1) = 0 mod P. We are not able to get the best possible result since 
we do not have a replacement for Theorem 2.7 to accommodate prime powers. 
Since the proof is along the same lines as that of Theorem 3.3 we will merely outline 
the step% First WC replace Theorem 3.1 by the following statement. Let P be a 
prime power p’ (including p = 2). Then there exist odd primes ql and q: such thtlt 
4, = 1 mod P and qz = I mod P and such that (4. - l,y,-- I)= 2P if P is odd and 
such that (q*- l,*-- 1) = P if P = 2’. This is proved in much the same way as 
Theorem 3*1, for bdd primes; for P = 2’ start with a prime in the arithmetic 
progression (n 2’” * f (2 f I)/ n = 1,2,. . .) etc. For P odd we use Wilson’s theorem 
for pairwise balanced block designs with block sizes 26(P’,qlrq,7 where #(P) is the 
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usual Euler totient function and for P even we me block sizes qi and q2. Theorem 
3.4 then fobws. 
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